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CoComelon, the hit kids show on YouTube and Netflix, is coming to books! This
school bus–shaped novelty board book has wheels that really turn and will get
readers giggling along with its fun take on the classic song. Ride on the bus and
sing along to the song lyrics with JJ and his pals as the driver opens and shuts
the school bus door, the wipers swish, the lights blink, the horn beeps, and more!
This shaped board book has wheels that will go round and round just like in the
song and is great to play with after the story is over. CoComelon is the #1 kids
show on YouTube (over 100 million subscribers) and #1 show on Netflix! © 2021
Moonbug™ Entertainment Limited. All Rights Reserved.
Everything a young rider needs to know about the city bus is right here. Riding
procedures and history, as well as the various types of city buses in use today
are presented in simple language and illustrated with dynamic photographs.
A collection of three stories about school buses. A bus named Sandy has trouble
finding the way to school, Barnaby the school bus goes on a field trip to the city,
and Toby gets nervous about going to the garage when he has a flat tire.
Florida as symbol and myth is the subject of this collection of new critical essays
exploring fiction written by female Floridian authors. In the words of author Karen
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Russell, the Sunshine State is “virtually past-less, seasons are out of the
question, and it’s built on a primordial park full of monsters.” Discussing the
state as setting, the essayists—also Floridians—suggest that it is a creation of the
stories told about it. Each of the book’s 12 chapters covers one author, including
a brief biography followed by one (and twice, two) essays on some of the
author’s works. The book’s final section includes interviews with authors Lynne
Barrett, Jeannine Capó Cruz, Vicki Hendricks and Angela Hunt.
Kids love trains, and this beginner’s look at train travel is sure to keep readers
chugging through the pages. Key terms and historical facts are presented in
simple language. Big, exciting pictures of trains on the go complement the text.
Taking the ferry is an interesting—and fun—way to travel. This mode of nautical
public transportation has its own unique features, procedures, and vocabulary.
Young readers will learn all about taking the ferry with this book’s simple, easy-todigest text.
Beginning in the 1960s in California, erstwhile music producer Tony Alamo
became interested in authoritarian religion and, along with his charismatic wife,
Susan, began gathering followers. By the 1970s, Tony Alamo Christian Ministries
had established particularly strong footholds in Arkansas, as well as maintaining
outposts in California. The ministry gained a legion of followers, with branches
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not only in the USA but in places as diverse as Africa and Sri Lanka. Even
through their leader’s eventual imprisonment under federal charges (related to
transporting minors across state lines for sexual purposes), Alamo’s vision
survived—and his community survives him today. Whispering in the Daylight: The
Children of Tony Alamo Christian Ministries and Their Journey to Freedom is
based on numerous interviews from group members and, more importantly, on
interviews with the children—second and third-generation followers. Author Debby
Schriver chronicles how this group was formed, documenting its many abuses
and its gradual adoption of cult-like behaviors and practices. Like many cult
leaders, Tony Alamo had different faces. The public saw him as a somewhat selfimportant but harmless music promoter and designer of bedazzling denim
jackets. Schriver chronicles firsthand the condemnation, rejection, and torment
that the second-generation survivors of Tony Alamo’s abuses experienced.
Schriver’s interviews, particularly those with children, illuminate the real horrors
of the Alamos’ behavior, ranging from economic exploitation, extreme forced
fasts, and beatings, that resulted in permanent injury. Schriver’s extensive
research—including interviews with Tony Alamo himself, harrowing visits to Alamo
compounds, and witnessing gut-wrenching confrontations between freed children
and their unreformed parents—tells the story of a closed group whose origins and
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history are unlikely ever to be definitively unraveled. DEBBY SCHRIVER has
spent her career working with students, parents, and staff in the departments of
student life and employee training and development at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. She is the author of In the Footsteps of Champions: The
University of Tennessee Lady Volunteers, the First Three Decades, coauthor,
with Jenny Moshak, of Ice ’n’ Go: Score in Sports and Life, and coeditor, with
Lucia McMahon of To Read My Heart: The Journal of Rachel Van Dyke,
1810–1811.
Thomas rides the school bus for the very first time on the way to kindergarten.
Bow, incorporated in 1727, is located just south of New Hampshire's capital, Concord.
Colonists who settled in the area were granted parcels of land from the king of England. Most
early settlers were farmers, and the town quickly became known for its agriculture. In the
1800s, the power of the town's waterways was harnessed and several mills opened. The
sawmill and gristmill formed one of the town's first settlements, a section known as Bow Mills.
Today Bow is a bedroom community with many active civic organizations. Improvements in the
highway system, low property taxes, and excellent educational facilities have fueled Bow's
growth.
An assortment of animals, including a goat in a coat, a quick chick, and a hairy bear, ride the
bus to and from school.
Tour de Faith shares powerful lessons about community, discipline, challenges, mortality, and
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more as pastor Robert F. Molsberry reflects on his experiences in the annual Des Moines
Register's Annual Great Bicycle Ride Across Iowa (RAGBRAI). Each year, the race attracts
tens of thousands of riders, including political candidates, governors, Hollywood celebrities,
and renowned cycling champions Lance Armstrong and Greg LeMond. In Tour de Faith
Molsberry offers a progressive Christian perspective on life in the fast and slow lanes of the
twenty-first century.
Explains school bus safety rules, with information on getting on and off the bus and helping the
driver by letting him drive safely, without distraction.
Andy and Mandy Ride the School Bus is the sequel to Andy and Mandy Learn to Ride the
School Bus. The prequel helps preschool-aged children learn safe school bus riding behaviors,
and Andy and Mandy Ride the School Bus helps young children visualize how an everyday
school bus ride may occur.
Molly is worried about riding the school bus on her first day of kindergarten, but a friendly older
girl named Ruby helps her adjust.
Yellow Bus arrives at school to take the class and Mr Hodges to the city carnival. From Bus's
big windows the children get a great view of the parade! When carnival king's float breaks
down will Bus be able to help? It's time to get busy with machines that race, vroom and zoom!
This vibrant series is designed to excite playful pre-schoolers. Each story features a popular
vehicle as the central character, and involves a group of animal characters in a supporting role.
A detailed spread on different parts of the vehicle will help children to understand what makes
up the machines and help familiarise them with vehicle vocabulary and noises.
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he
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gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon
tries every trick in the book to get in that driving seat: he whines, wheedles, fibs and flatters.
Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny picture
book demands audience participation!
This book is based on the experiences of the author as retired school bus driver of 20 years. It
describes a child's very first school bus ride with a closer look at what to expect, sights and
sounds, important tips blended with activities and colorful pictures. A must read for every new
little rider.
"Sheldon was created from the daily talks I had with my eldest daughter, who was wonderfully
imaginative and observant. I wanted to capture her interesting stories in writing so, one day,
we could both look back and reminisce about her childhood." - Shawn Carter
Many children and teenagers refuse to attend school or have anxiety-related difficulties
remaining in classes for an entire day. School refusal behavior can contribute to a child's
academic, social, and psychological problems, impact a child's chances for future educational,
financial, and personal success, and significantly affect family functioning. Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (CBT) has been shown to be a highly effective treatment for youth who exhibit this
behavior. This Therapist Guide outlines four treatment protocols based on CBT principles that
can be used to effectively address the main types of school refusal behavior. The Guide
concentrates on four primary reasons why children typically refuse school to relieve schoolrelated distress, to avoid negative social or evaluative situations at school, to receive attention
from a parent or a significant other, and to obtain tangible rewards outside of school This
manual includes tools for assessing a child's reasons for school refusal behavior and is based
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on a functional, prescriptive model. It presents well-tested techniques arranged by function to
tailor treatment to a child's particular characteristics. Each treatment package also contains a
detailed discussion of special topics pertinent to treating youths with school refusal behavior,
such as medication, panic attacks, and being teased. A corresponding workbook is also
available for parents, who often play an important part in a child's recovery. This
comprehensive program is an invaluable resource for clinicians treating school refusal
behavior.
Did you know that the first school bus was built in 1827 and pulled by horses? That’s just one
fascinating tidbits that students will learn as they work their way through this book. Textual and
visual information maximize comprehension.
ESL teachers, Bernadette Falletta and Marla Lewis, present illustrated stories and songs from
their complete literacy program, We Love To Read: Literacy Through Literature & Music. The
stories and songs focus on target sounds represented by different combinations of letters.
There are companion stories and songs CD's which are sold separately.
Photographs and simple text follow a girl on her bus ride to school as she demonstrates the
safe way to wait for, board, ride, and leave the bus.
My name is Drake, and I love to ride the school bus. Stopping, going; happy as can be! I Love
My School Bus tells the story of The driver, the matron, the children and me. While at
Grandma's house, Dark in the night. Guess What Flew In The Window? It swoops and flies
and hides out of sight.
A black child protests an unjust law in this story loosely based on Rosa Parks' historic decision
not to give up her seat to a white passenger on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955.
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Reprint.
When Ralphie comes down with a bad cold, Ms. Frizzle take her class on a ride through his
germ-infested body
"This chapter provides an overview of types of school attendance problems, including full-day
absences, partial absences or skipped classes, tardiness, morning behavior problems in an
attempt to miss school, and distress during the school day. This chapter also includes a
summary of what the book is about as well as a discussion of conditions under which the book
will be more helpful or less helpful to parents. This chapter also includes suggestions for
seeking outside professional help if the book is deemed less helpful. This chapter also covers
prevalence of school attendance problems, common characteristics of this population,
adjusting to a new school, medical conditions associated with absenteeism, and how to define
success. This chapter also asks parents to collate main contact information for parties needed
to help resolve a child's school attendance problems"-From the first time she saw him, limping up the driveway to answer her grandma's help wanted
ad, Todd Earnword had a special place in Clementine Miles' heart. She couldn't explain it; she
never admitted it, but he was her best friend...until she grew up and he had a girlfriend. That's
when Clementine realizes she's deeply in love with Todd. But does he feel the same way about
her? Not in My Wildest Dreams takes you on a hilarious, nostalgic trip back to the forties and
fifties when it was easy and fun to be young and in love.
Buckle your seatbelts! MSB is back and ready to ride again!Meet Walkerville's newest class
with this introduction to The Magic School Bus perfect for the series' youngest fans. Learn all
about your favorite students from the original series like Keesha, Ralphie, D.A., and Arnold
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plus a few new friends.

Animal friends enjoy their daily ride on the school bus. Readers can lift flaps on each
page to see different versions of the illustrations.
Carefully leveled text and fresh, vibrant photos engage young readers in learning about
how school buses work. Age-appropriate critical thinking questions and a photo
glossary help build nonfiction learning skills.
Let's Ride the School Bus!The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc
Before Kyle rides a school bus for the first time, his older brother gives him a list of
rules he must follow but after breaking every single one the first day, Kyle discovers the
rule his brother left out.
Can a person change their outlook on Christmas and the self- centeredness they have
towards gift-giving? What events would need to occur in your life that'd take you to the
realization that there's more to life than . . . stuff? Year after year, as a child, Allen and
his Daddy went Christmas shopping together and both wished upon an age-old wishing
well. Allen's wish was consistent year after year. He never knew his Daddy's secret
wish, and may never know . . . until now. Life was hard, money was tight. In Allen's
eyes; no one's life was as bad as his. Scarred by tragedies of Christmas past, and the
certainty of future disappointment, his outlook on Christmas continued to deteriorate
each year. He'd lost the most important people in his life, and is now facing the
This report will be of interest to managers of public transportation and school bus
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systems, transportation planning and operations professionals, policy makers, and
others interested in the potential for coordinating or integrating school bus and public
transportation services in non-urban areas. The report identifies and discusses issues
associated with such coordination or integration, and provides 13 case studies of
communities that have successfully coordinated or integrated some aspect of school
and public transportation services. The report also provides an implementation guide
that suggests "next steps" for non-urban communities seeking to give serious
consideration to the coordination or integration of school and public transportation
services.
Presents a traditional song in which children travel in such vehicles as a school bus,
train, and airplane.
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